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Interest Segmentation of Large Area Spectral Imagery
for Analyst Assistance

Ariel Schlamm, David Messinger, and William Basener

Abstract—Widely used methods of spectral clustering, target,
and anomaly detection when applied to spectral imagery provide
less than desirable results across sensor type, scene content, spec-
tral and spatial resolutions due to the complex nature of the data.
This results in a large burden placed on the analyst in terms of the
amount of data needed to be processed and the ability to discern
the difference between “interesting” and “uninteresting” regions in
the imagery. For this research, a variety of data driven algorithms
for spectral image analysis are applied to spatial tiles of a large area
scene. A feature map is created by assigning a metric determined
for each algorithm result to each spatial tile. The feature maps are
organized into a tiled, multi-band feature image. Two visualiza-
tion methods introduced here provide a detection map which can
cue image analysts to visually inspect locations within a large area
scene with a high likelihood of containing interest. Unsupervised
classification is applied to this feature image such that the image
is divided into segments representing either “interesting” or “not
interesting” content with the tile. False-color visualization of three
independent metrics is also presented as a way to indicate the type
and strength of the amount of interest within a tile.

Index Terms—Clustering methods, detectors, hypercubes,
image analysis, image region analysis, image segmentation, re-
mote sensing, search methods, spectral analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

M UCH of the automated analysis of spectral imagery is
signature-based, meaning that there are specific mate-

rial signatures of interest that are being located and that pixels
are exploited individually in order to determine whether or not
they contain these targets. Detection of these materials typically
involves algorithms that place geometric and/or statistical as-
sumptions on the data. Statistical methods describe the distri-
bution of the data in the hyperspace and are often multivariate
Gaussian and T-Elliptical assumptions [1]. These can be used in
classification, target, or anomaly detection schemes. Geometric
assumptions placed on the data rely on defining basis vectors,
which may or may not be orthogonal, to describe how the data
lie in the space. They are commonly divided into two categories:
vector subspace and linear mixture models. If the data lie in
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a vector subspace, then a set of orthogonal basis vectors can
be found to describe the entire data set where the number of
basis vectors is less than the original number of bands measured.
Linear mixture models (LMM) are based on the assumption that
the data lie in a convex hull [2]. The data can be described by
the corners of the simplex or endmembers (or non-orthogonal
basis vectors) and each point contained in the convex hull can
be expressed as a linear combination of the endmembers. The
number of endmembers is typically less than the number of di-
mensions measured. Linear unmixing uses the LMM to deter-
mine the fractional amount of each endmember in each pixel.
[3] Orthogonal subspace projection (OSP) is a target detector
that minimizes the background contribution through a projec-
tion onto the endmembers, and then projects the pixel onto the
target to measure the similarity [4]. Statistical target detection
algorithms such as the spectral matched filter (SMF) [5] use the
mean and covariance of the distribution to determine whether
the target is present in the data. Other statistical target detec-
tors are variations of SMF and include constrained energy min-
imization (CEM) [2], and adaptive coherence estimator (ACE)
[6]. These, and other target detection methods or distance met-
rics, can be used to measure the similarity of a pixel to a partic-
ular target. In low spatial and spectral resolution imagery, each
pixel is a mixture of many materials and the data distribution is
often sufficiently represented by these assumptions. However,
as the current generation of sensors typically have higher spa-
tial resolution, the complexity of the data collected is increasing
and these assumptions are no longer adequate. As a result, al-
gorithms based on these assumptions provide inconsistent and
unpredictable results when applied to data that is more complex
[7], [8]. New algorithms for hyperspectral image analysis, in-
cluding dimension estimation [9], [10], anomaly detection [11],
spectral volume estimation, spectral clustering [12], [13], and
complexity [14], that are inherently data-driven and reduce the
number of assumptions placed on the data have been developed
for improved exploitation of spectral imagery at any spatial res-
olution.
Wide area scenes provide another source of added complexity

to spectral image analysts posed with this task. Large area search
is a difficult problem for many reasons. While algorithms exist
for automated target detection and identification, within large
area search the analyst may not always have a specific mate-
rial of interest; however, he/she must find everything in a scene
that is possibly interesting. As a result, a higher false alarm
rate is tolerated to guarantee a high probability of detection.
Additionally, the background scene content can change signif-
icantly across the collected area, which can affect the perfor-
mance of scene-wide algorithms. The amount of data collected
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by sensors that can revisit the same area nearly once a day, in-
cludingWorldView2, for large area search also requires a signif-
icant time investment from the analyst, who is typically tasked
with visually inspecting individual pixels. However, much of
the area is expected to be uninteresting with only some regions
of the scene containing significant and valuable information.
Currently, much of the large area search process is performed by
visual inspection on high resolution imagery. Visual inspection
is often a time intensive process in a field where many problem
sets are time sensitive. The Wide Area Reconnaissance Hyper-
spectral Overhead Real-time Surveillance Experiment (WAR
HORSE) was built by the Naval Research Laboratory in order
to function as a real time detection and cueing operation. The
imaging system consists of two line scanners, a visible hyper-
spectral sensor, and a high resolution visible sensor. A subspace
RX detector is used as the data are collected. When an anomaly
is found in the hyperspectral data, the high resolution imager
is cued and a high resolution image is taken over the identified
anomaly [15]. Other than the WAR HORSE system, hyperspec-
tral imagery is not typically used for wide area search. This sig-
nificantly reduces the amount of high resolution data an analyst
must inspect.
Many of the algorithms used in spectral image analysis in-

dicate whether interest is likely contained in a particular pixel,
such as automatic target detection or anomaly detection. In this
case, areas containing any manmade material of unknown spe-
cific signature are considered interesting and natural materials
are not. For the problem of large area search, it may be more
useful for an analyst if algorithms were used to indicate whether
interest is contained in a particular region, in this case spatial
tiles. Additionally, the processing of spatial tiles allows for the
use of distribution-based metrics that are often overlooked in
spectral image processing. This information can be used to di-
vide the image into interest segments. Low or no interest tiles
can be removed from the data or ignored by the analyst, signif-
icantly reducing the amount of data he/she must look at. The
interest segments or individual tile scores can also be used to
prioritize the task by directing the analyst to inspect high in-
terest areas before low interest areas. Regions labelled “inter-
esting” can be used to cue a sensor to collect additional data of
the same region, either high resolution or in a completely new
modality, or as input to pixel-based analysis.
In this research, a selection of data driven algorithms have

been applied to hyper- and multispectral image tiles. These
algorithms are briefly introduced in Section II. Each method
provides at least one metric relating to the amount of interest
contained within each tile. The data used for this analysis are
described in Section III. A selection of individual feature results
are presented in Section IV-A. These metrics are combined
using -means unsupervised classification in order to divide
the image into segments representing “interest” or “no interest”
in order to assist an analyst in prioritizing visual inspection
of the data. False-color visualizations of the feature maps are
shown to indicate the degree and type of interest contained
within image tiles. The final interest segmentation results for
analyst assistance are presented and discussed in Sections IV-A
and IV-B.

II. APPROACH

A. Methodology

Large area search of imagery is a challenging task to both
human analysts and automated algorithms. Unlike target detec-
tion, the goal of large area search does not generally include
identifying specific targets with known spatial characteristics or
spectral signatures. Instead, the goal is to “cue” an analyst to in-
dividual regions (not pixels) of interest for further analysis. The
later analysis can be visual inspection, automated algorithms,
or collection of higher resolution imagery. Large area search
requires a very high probability of detection (as any missed de-
tection is a failure), while accepting a moderate number of false
alarms. Here, we are interested in identifying localized regions
of a large multispectral or hyperspectral image that contain ev-
idence of man-made activity. Typically, this problem has been
addressed through the application of change detection method-
ologies, automated target detection, or anomaly detection on
a pixel level, which have their own challenges. The approach
taken here is based not on statistical models of the data, nor is it
based on detection of changes between imagery.
This methodology for large area search is presented in Fig. 1.

First, the image is divided into spatial tiles. A series of algo-
rithms are applied to each image tile. These algorithms, de-
scribed in Section II-B, estimate metrics based on the spectral
distribution of the data, each in a unique way. The result of each
algorithm is a numeric score between zero and one, which is
then assigned to that tile. The result of this step is a multi-band
feature image, of equal size to the original image, where each
band corresponds to the result of a particular algorithm. Each
band of the image can then be presented to the user with indi-
vidual tile brightnesses adjusted to the complexity of that tile
relative to the rest of the image. The multi-band feature image
can be put through an unsupervised clustering algorithm, such
as -Means, to cluster the image into “interesting” and “un-
interesting” classes. This segmentation map can be presented
to an analyst in order to help prioritize the search. Addition-
ally, any three of the feature bands can be used to create a false
color image to visualize the results. In this case, the color of the
image tile corresponds to the metric(s) that scored the highest
and brightness of a tile corresponds to the value of the metric(s).

B. Metrics

The estimated inherent dimension of spectral imagery is one
way to characterize the “size” of a distribution in the native
hyperspace. The point density approach to hyperspectral image
analysis has been introduced as a method for estimating the
inherent dimensionality of hyperspectral data [9], [16]. This
method creates a point density plot (PDP) by counting the
number of data points that fall within spheres of increasing
radii around a center point and plotting the result in log-space,
shown in Fig. 2. The point density dimension (PDD) is found
by estimating the slope of the primary incline of this plot.
As a result of making this plot, another measure indicating
the amount of interest contained has been determined: the
point density tail length (PDTL) [17]. These two metrics are
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Fig. 1. The interest segmentation process.

Fig. 2. Example point density plot (PDP) of real data showing the two metrics
estimated from point density approach.

illustrated in Fig. 2. The short study in Schlamm, et al. [17],
showed that, in general, as manmade spectra were implanted
into natural material hyperspectral tiles, each of these metrics
tended to gradually increase. Therefore, the PDD and PDTL re-
late to the amount of interest within an image tile. In particular,
a larger PDTL indicates the presence of anomalous pixels. The
PDD relates to the material type and amount of clutter within
the tile.
Estimating the multivariate normality of a high dimensional

data set is not an easy task. Many of the methods for accessing
the univariate normality of a data set, including theMardia, Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov, Shapiro-Wilk and other tests based on esti-
mating high order statistical moments or graphical “goodness
of fit” metrics, have been extended to the multivariate case but
do not provide reliable results for high dimensional data, such
as spectral imagery [18]. Mecklin and Mendfrom (2004) point
out that though over 50 methods for estimating the multivariate
normality of data sets can be found in the literature, many of
them do not perform consistently when applied to high dimen-
sional data. Point density estimation provides an empirical way

to quantify and compare the multivariate normality of high di-
mensional data distributions [19]. For each PDP created from
true image data, a second PDP can be created from random data
with the same mean, covariance, and number of pixels as the
true image data. The average error between these two PDPs is
calculated and used as a measure of the multivariate normality
(MVN) of the data. This operates under the assumption that
the spectral distributions of natural materials are better approx-
imated by a normal distribution than the distributions of im-
agery containing manmadematerials. This is illustrated in Fig. 3
where the image-based PDP is shown in black, a PDP generated
from random data with the same statistics is shown in red, and
the corresponding error is displayed in green. Fig. 3 shows that
natural material data (a) has a lower MVN error score than the
data containing manmade materials (b), meaning that manmade
materials do not follow a multivariate normal distribution.
Another way to characterize the “size” of a spectral distri-

bution in the hyperspace is to estimate the volume of the dis-
tribution. Messinger, et al., present an iterative method which
uses the framework of the linear mixture model to calculate the
volume of the parallelotope that encloses the data as a func-
tion of the number of dimensions used in the calculation. This
is done through the use of the Max-D algorithm [20], [21] and
the Gram Matrix [22], [23], which both have unique properties
useful for this approach to volume estimation. The Max-D al-
gorithm returns the endmembers in order of decreasing magni-
tude of separation.The determinant of the Gram Matrix, termed
the Gramian, is the squared volume of the parallelotope formed
by the vectors in the test set [24]. A parallelotope is an n-di-
mensional parallelogram. Due to the convex geometry of the
data, the volume of the parallelotope that encloses the data is
the same as the volume of the parallelotope defined by the end-
members. The Gramian is calculated iteratively as a function of
the number of endmembers used in the calculation, producing
a plot shown in Fig. 4. The three metrics estimated, shown in
Fig. 4, that relate to the complexity of a spectral image tile in-
clude peak volume, area under the curve, and number of end-
members where the volume goes to zero. Additionally the pro-
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Fig. 3. Example PDPs with corresponding MVN PDPs and error scores for a
region of pure natural material (a) and manmade materials (b).

Fig. 4. Example Gram matrix plot estimated from real data showing the three
metrics estimated from this approach.

portion of the total area under the volume curve that is the peak
volume is used as a complexity metric.
An image tile containing a large number of anomalies or

many material clusters is more complex than a tile containing

Fig. 5. Notional result of TAD on a simple data set.

only one cluster and no anomalies. Topological analysis and
graph theory provide ways to make data driven measurements
on the data. The Topological Anomaly Detector (TAD) [11] uses
methods from these fields in order to locate spectral anomalies.
This algorithm connects points in the hyperspace that are spec-
trally “close” to each other in order to build a simplicial com-
plex, or a graphical representation of the background distribu-
tion based on small simplex formation. This process may find a
single or many graph components of a variety of different sizes.
As anomalies have a low frequency of occurrence, the small or
single point components are labeled anomalies while the large
components are labeled background, notionally shown in Fig. 5.
How anomalous these pixels are is determined by measuring
the distance between the anomaly and the nearest few pixels
connected to a background component. This method has been
shown to consistently perform well across a variety of scenes,
sensors, ground sample distance (GSD), and image content [25].
Basener, et al. [12], introduce a clustering algorithm, named the
gradient flow algorithm, which clusters points together based
on the direction of increasing density. For each point in the
hyperspace, the nearest neighbors are found and the density
of each point with respect to the neighbors is calculated. A
smoothing step locates points that are in the center of high den-
sity regions. Finally, the gradient differential is calculated; for
each point, this will find the direction of the highest increasing
density and “push” the point in that direction, thus assigning it
to the same cluster as other points associated with this high den-
sity sink. This step is iterated until a steady state is reached and
a cluster map can be displayed in image form. This algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 6. This algorithm requires no prior estima-
tion of the number of classes in the scene and is not restricted
by geometric or statistical assumptions. For this search method-
ology, anomaly detection and unsupervised clustering are per-
formed image-wide. The detection and/or clustering maps are
tiled. The feature is calculated by counting the number of anom-
alies and/or clusters per tile. Any preferred anomaly detection
or spectral clustering routine may be used in place of these, such
as the RX anomaly detection [26] or Isodata for clustering [2].
From these methods, nie individual mathematical features of

spectral image data will be used, including PDD, PDTL, MVN,
number of anomalies (NANOM), number of spectral clusters
(NCLUST), peak volume (PV), area under the Grammatrix plot
(AREA), ratio of peak volume and area (RATIO), and number
of endmembers for the volume to reach zero (NEM). These fea-
tures, shown in Table I, characterize the distribution complexity
of spectral data in the native hyperspace, each in a unique way,
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Fig. 6. Notional description of the Gradient Flow algorithm. The points in (a)
are connected to their nearest neighbors in (b). The direction of highest density
change are shown in (c).

TABLE I
INTEREST SEGMENTATION METRICS

and do not attempt to identify spectral features based on mate-
rial property or in terms of wavelength dependencies.

C. The Effect of Tile Size on Metrics

Some of the metrics introduced are dependent on the tile
size used in the metric calculation. The distribution-based met-
rics, including those based on the Gram matrix and the PD
approaches, have the potential to be the most effected by the
chosen tile size. According to Camastra, [27] there exists a re-
quirement on the number of data points needed to accurately
estimate a fractal dimension , such as the point density di-
mension. The number of data points must satisfy

(1)

where is the number of data points in the set. For a 100 by
100 pixel image, this implies accurate estimation of a dimen-
sion up to 8. Practically, the fractal dimension of hyperspectral
imagery or image tiles has not beed found to be larger than 6
[9]. An image tile size of 50 by 50 satisfies this criteria. Fig. 7,
shows the estimated dimension of hyperspectral data over a res-
idential neighborhood as a function of the number of pixels
used in the calculation. With the exception of the 2500 pixel
sample, the estimated dimension is fairly constant. The PDTL
metric is essentially a local anomaly detector. The ideal tile size
for this metric has to do with how different the PDTL is when
an anomaly is and is not present. The effect of tile size on the
PDTL metric is shown in Fig. 8. The two plots are most distant
from each other at smaller tile sizes and begin to converge at
larger tile sizes. This occurs because as the tile not containing
anomalies grows bigger, the distribution better approximates a

normal distribution and the PDTL increases. In this method-
ology, the anomaly detection and spectral clustering and per-
formed image-wide so the NANOM and NCLUST metrics are
less effected by the tile size chosen. As a result, a larger tile size
may result in more anomalies and/or clusters per tile. The Gram
matrix based methods are similarly effected by tile size. The
volume estimated and number of endmembers cannot go down
as tile size increases. All of the results presented here use a tile
size of 30 by 30 as this meets the number of samples criteria
for the point density approach, but is small enough to provide
granularity and detail across the scene.

III. DATA

Multispectral data from DigitalGlobe’s [28] WorldView2
(WV2) and Quickbird sensors are used for this analysis. WV2
is an 8-band VNIR/SWIR multispectral sensor with 2 m GSD
launched late in 2009. Sample imagery of a coastal city, shown
in Fig. 9(a), was made freely available by Digital Globe.
QuickBird is a 4-band VNIR sensor with 2.5 m GSD [28]. A
portion of a large QuickBird dataset, shown in Fig. 16(a), of the
Esperanza forest fire in California is used for this analysis. This
data set covers the area near the fire origin and contains, a dry
wash and a suburban area. Hyperspectral data from the HyMap
sensor [29], [30] collected over Cooke City, MT area on July 4,
2006 is also used in this analysis, shown in Fig. 12(a). HyMap
is a commercially flown airborne hyperspectral sensor with
126 usable bands (after the atmospheric absorption bands are
removed) between 450 nm and 2500 nm with 2.5 m ground
sample distances (GSD). The scene is predominately natural
material, including forest, farmland, grass, foothills, rock,
and dirt roads. The manmade material in the scene includes
downtown Cooke City, a residential neighborhood, and a
construction site, all shown in red boxes.

IV. RESULTS

A. Feature Results

The individual feature maps for theWV2 sample imagery are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In each image, tile brightness corre-
sponds to the magnitude of the metric score. The NEM fea-
ture map, shown in Fig. 9(b), only shows two tile brightness,
or scores of either zero (black) or one (white). In this case, a
score of zero corresponds to the algorithm finding 4 endmem-
bers while a score of one corresponds to 5 endmembers. Regions
of manmade activity contain more varying types of materials
than a natural regions. As a result, tiles with more endmem-
bers contain more unique materials and are more interesting.
Because this is 8 spectral band data, finding more endmembers
than this is not expected. The black regions of the image corre-
spond to the water and the tiles that contain only natural mate-
rials (trees) while the white tiles are over the manmade regions,
which would likely contain more material variability and there-
fore more endmembers, than the natural material regions. The
PV, Area, and Ratio feature maps in Fig. 9(c)–(e) are very sim-
ilar to each other because the metrics are highly correlated. The
PV metric estimates the peak volume from Gram matrix plot in
Fig. 4 and the Area metric measures the area under the entire
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Fig. 7. Bar chart of point density dimension estimates as a function of tile size for hyperspectral data containing a residential neighborhood.

Fig. 8. The estimated PDTL as a function of tile size for an uninteresting tile and a tile containing anomalies.

Gram matrix curve. The Area metric is driven by the PV. As a
result, when the PV is high, the Area is also high. However, it is
possible to have two plots with the comparable areametrics with
two significantly different volumes if tile has a large number
of endmembers. In each case, the ocean and vegetation-cov-
ered areas are mostly dark while the urban areas are bright. The
brightness of the tiles over land correspond to the spatial den-
sity of manmade structure within the urban area. Near the center
and the upper left side of the image are two areas that are very

densely populated and have no visible vegetation. An example
of this area is shown in Fig. 11(a). Between these areas is a strip
of land that shows up as much brighter in all three of these met-
rics. This is a less dense urban area containing small parks and
lawns, shown in Fig. 11(b). The contrast between these areas
is best seen in the Ratio feature map. The addition of vegeta-
tion causes this distribution to occupy a larger volume in the
hyperspace, and therefore increases the Grammatrix-basedmet-
rics. Some tiles in the water also have large metrics values from
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Fig. 9. True color image from the WV2 sample image (a) and corresponding
gram matrix-based feature maps (a) RGB (b) NEM (c) PV (d) Area (e) Ratio.

these algorithms. In the lower left corner, the stripe of bright
tiles corresponds to an area of colored noise, possibly an artifact
from the registration procedure. The bright tiles near the coast-
line correspond to boats in the water. These areas are shown in
Fig. 11(c) and (d).
For most metrics used, a bright tile corresponds to an inter-

esting tile, the exception being PDD, shown in Fig. 10(a). In this
case, the tiles with higher inherent dimension estimates are those
of pure materials, including the water and vegetation regions.
Tiles containing material mixtures generally have significant
empty space in the hyperspace and therefore a lower dimension.
The PDTL andMVNmetrics are brightest over the coastline and
the noise artifact in the lower left, as these deviate the most from
the ideal distribution on which the PD approach is based. The
MVN metric also finds higher scores for the very dense urban
areas visible in the Gram-based feature bands, meaning these
areas are less multivariate normal that areas containing some
natural materials. Both the PDTL andMVNmetrics also find the

Fig. 10. Point density, cluster, and anomaly-based feature maps for the WV2
sample imagery (a) PDD (b) PDTL (c) MVN (d) NCLUST (e) NANOM.

boats just off the coastline. The NCLUST feature map segments
the image into tiles with between one and eight spectral clusters.
Tiles with more clusters are over the urban areas while tiles with
fewer clusters are predominately over the water and vegetation
areas. The NANOM map highlights the coastline, similar to the
PDTL and MVM feature bands; however, it provides better dis-
criminability over the dense urban areas versus the less dense
urban areas with vegetation.
The corresponding feature maps are shown for HyMap data in

Figs. 12 and 13. While the NEM feature map forWV2 data only
shows either 4 or 5 endmembers per tile, when measured for hy-
perspectral data many more endmembers can be found due to
the increased number of bands. This is visible in Fig. 12(b). The
areas with the largest number of endmembers are over down-
town Cooke City, the residential neighborhood, and the con-
struction site, shown in Fig. 14. The PV, Area, and Ratio fea-
ture maps produce similar results, highlighting the same, popu-
lated areas as well as the entire road system within the image.
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Fig. 11. True color images of the WV2 sample data over two urban areas (a–b) and two water areas (c–d) (a) Dense Urban (b) Suburban (c) Boats (d) Noise.

Fig. 12. True color image from the HyMap data (a) and corresponding gram
matrix-based feature maps (a) RGB (b) NEM (c) PV (d) Area (e) Ratio.

Similar to the WV2 result, the Ratio metric produces a higher
contrast feature map, exaggerating the differences between the
manmade and natural material regions of the image. The PDD
map for WV2 is useful for discriminating between the urban
and water regions of the scene. Due do the high dimensional
nature of hyperspectral imagery, the estimated dimension per
tile is much less consistent across neighboring tiles and the en-
tire image. As a result, the PDD map in Fig. 13(a) shows this
variability and in this case is a less useful metric. The PDTL,
NCLUST, and NANOM feature maps all detect the manmade,
complex regions of the image.

B. Interest Segmentation Results

The interest segmentation results for the sample WV2 im-
agery multi-band feature maps from Section IV-A are shown
in Fig. 15. The multi-band feature image is used as input for
-Means unsupervised clustering for (Fig. 15(a)). In
this case, because of the extreme difference between the water

Fig. 13. Point density, cluster, and anomaly-based feature maps for the HyMap
data (a) PDD (b) PDTL (c) NCLUST (d) NANOM.

Fig. 14. True color images of the HyMap data over downtown Cooke City (a), a
construction site (b), and a residential neighborhood (c) (a) City (b) Construction
(c) Residential.

and land areas, the two segments correspond roughly to urban
and natural areas. The two areas of pure vegetation fall into the
same segment as the water because they are both natural mate-
rials, which manifest in the hyperspace similar to each other and
therefore have similar scores from all of the metrics. Dividing
the image into more than two segments provides more discrim-
inability between interest levels on and off the land. Fig. 15(b)
shows the interest segmentation result where . In this case,
the water segment is divided into two regions: the main water
body and water tiles which contain point anomalies, mainly the
boats and noise artifacts from Fig. 11(c) and (d). The landmass
is divided into three regions. Tiles only containing vegetation
are assigned into the same segment as the water, similar to the
2-class result in (a). The coastal regions and dense urban areas
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Fig. 15. Two-class (a), four-class (b), and two false color (c–d) interest seg-
mentation maps for the WV2 sample imagery (a) INTEREST SEGMENTA-
TION: 2 classes (b) INTEREST SEGMENTATION: 4 classes (c) R: Ratio, G:
PDTL, B: MVN (d) R: NCLUST, G: NANOM, B: PDD.

are assigned into the blue segment, as they have similar spec-
tral complexity levels. The less dense urban areas are assigned
separately into a yellow segment.
Fig. 16(a) shows a region of a Quickbird image near the loca-

tion of the Esperanza wild fire, demonstrated by the black burn
scar and smoke on the right side of the image. The left side of
this image contains a small town area and a dry wash. Upon
broad inspection, most of this image contains exposed soils and
nothing of interest. Approximately 70% of this image was as-
signed into the “no interest” (red) segment and 30% of the image
is labeled “interesting” (green) in Fig. 16(b). All of the tiles over
the small town, factory, and dry wash area are assigned into
the interest class because they are spectrally very different from
the background of the image. Twenty additional tiles, or around
10% of the image, are also assigned to the interest segment. Ex-
ample high spatial resolution data of a selection of these “in-
teresting” tiles are shown in Fig. 17. These tiles contain small
buildings and point anomalies below resolution of the sensor.
The interest segmentation map for HyMap data over Cooke

City using all of the previously introduced spectral feature met-
rics is shown in Fig. 18(a). In this case, K-Means is used to
cluster the multi-band feature image into three clusters. Green

Fig. 16. RGB image (a), interest segmentation map (b), and false color visu-
alization (c) for Quickbird imagery near the origin of the Esperanza forest fire
containing multiple regions of interest (a) RGB IMAGE (b) INTEREST SEG-
MENTATION (c) R: PV, G: PDTL, B: MVN.

Fig. 17. High resolution tiles corresponding to “interesting” tiles in the interest
segmentation map in Fig. 16(b).

and blue represents “interesting” while red represents “not inter-
esting.” The green segment contains the city, the main and side
roads, the construction site, the neighborhood of houses, and
the region in the forest that may contain something of interest.
It also contains a few forest tiles that are probably not inter-
esting, a clearing in the grass on the bottom left, and a clearing
in the forest on the top right. However, though these regions do
not contain something as interesting as a construction site, they
are unique when compared to the rest of the scene in terms of
spectral diversity and distribution size/shape. The blue region
contains a few of the tiles over downtown Cooke City. In this
case, approximately 85% of the image is put into the “not in-
teresting” segment, significantly reducing the amount of area
an analyst must inspect. The three very unique, manmade re-
gions in this image shown in Fig. 14 are found to be interesting,
while much of the road and near-urban areas are missing from
this segmentation map. Fig. 18(b) shows the interest segmenta-
tion maps of the HyMap data over Cooke City using five of the
the previously defined spectral features: NANOM, NCLUST,
PDTL, PDD, and PV. In this case, using fewer metrics produces
a map which includes all of the known regions of manmade ac-
tivity and more of the areas road network, indicating that all
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Fig. 18. Two-class (a) and three-class (b) segmentation maps using five features, three-class segmentation map using all features (b) and interest on (d) detection
maps for the HyMap imagery (a) INTEREST SEGMENTATION: 3 classes, All features (b) INTEREST SEGMENTATION: 2 classes, 5 features (c) INTEREST
SEGMENTATION: 3 classes, 5 features (d) INTEREST ON.

of the features are not necessary to produce a useful and accu-
rate interest segmentation map and that in fact, using too many
metrics may actually reduce the quality of the result. Fig. 18(b)
shows the interest segmentation result when K-Means is used
to divide the five-feature image into three clusters. Red is still
“not interesting” while blue and green are both “interesting.”
The large blue region corresponds to the city. The blue tiles in
the neighborhood are tiles that do contain at least one house. The
construction site falls completely in a blue tile. In this case, the
blue “interest” segment can be labeled a “high priorty” or “high
clutter” interest region. The green segment contains those tiles
that are more complex than the trees and grass, but perhaps less
spectrally diverse than the blue segment. The blue region in the
top center correspond to the region in the trees that had a high
score in each of the five original features. Fig. 18(d) shows an-
other product that may be delivered to an analyst. Based off the
two interest class map, the tiles that are “not interesting” may
be turned completely off, letting an analyst focus only on those
areas likely to contain manmade activity.

C. False-Color Visualizations

Applying unsupervised clustering to the multi-band feature
image results in a discrete segmentation map. Each tile is de-
termined to be either “interesting” or not interesting. However,
a way to visualize how interesting a particular tile is relative
to the the rest of the image may be more useful for an analyst
tasked with the search problem. The individual feature bands
in Figs. 9 and 10 can be used individually to do this. However,
many of these features highlight different quantities of the spec-
tral distribution, including overall distribution volume, dimen-
sion, number of clusters, and number of anomalies. Because
some of the features are independent from others, displaying
multiple feature bands at once can better indicate to an analyst
not only whether a particular tile is “interesting” but also in what
way. Three metrics can be selected and displayed in false color.
In this way, the tile brightness indicates the likelihood of the
tile containing “interest” and the color indicates the particular
metric(s) that detected this interest. Different metric combina-
tions are optimal depending on sensor type, spectral sample, and
scene content. A variety of combinations are presented here to
show the utility of all of the metrics.
Fig. 15(c) and (d) show two different false color visualiza-

tions of the WV2 sample imagery. Fig. 15(c) shows the Ratio,

PDTL, and MVN feature maps in the red, green, and blue chan-
nels, respectively. In this case, the feature bands are thresholded
such that every tile that scored above 50% of the max score is
displayed. The urban areas are predominantly detected by the
Gram matrix-based ratio metric because the spectral diversity
of the materials in the urban area cause the volume of the dis-
tribution to increase. The very dense urban area in the middle,
with no vegetation, has a slight magenta cast due to the response
from the MVN metric. This area, with absolutely no vegeta-
tion, is very dissimilar to a multivariate normal distribution and
therefore has a high MVN score. All of the boats off the coast
are detected by the PDTL metric, which is mostly sensitive to
point anomalies. Many other tiles in the water are also detected
by the PDTL. These are due to glint on the water surface, which
manifest as anomalies in the spectral distribution. The two areas
of pure vegetation are mostly black, meaning they were not de-
tected by any of the metrics. The tiles on the edge of these veg-
etation areas appear green in this display due to the response
from the PDTL metric. In this case, the PDTL is very high not
because there are point anomalies but because the tile distri-
bution has multiple, very dissimilar material clusters. The area
of sensor artifacts in the lower left appears cyan, meaning both
the PDTL and MVN metrics were very high in this area. This
is because the noise appears as point anomalies, but there are
enough of them in each tile to affect the multivariate normality
of the distribution. However, there is not enough diversity in
these artifacts to significantly affect the ratio score. In this vi-
sualization, there are likely many more false alarms detected
than in the 4-class interest segmentation map. This is because
the information from all three metrics are displayed. In the fea-
ture map clustering process, the information from all metrics are
weighted evenly such that a very high score in only one metric
may not significantly impact the clustering.
Fig. 15(d) shows a different visualization using NCLUST,

NANOM, and PDD in the red, green, and blue channels, respec-
tively. This result is not thresholded. Generally, red tiles have a
large number of clusters. This corresponds to the urban areas
and the boats off the coast. The coastline and the less dense
urban areas appear yellow, meaning the scores were high for
both the NCLUST and NANOM scores. These areas likely have
the most materials in the scene and score high in NCLUST as a
result. These areas are also detected by the NANOM result be-
cause these coastline tiles contain sand and vegetation, which
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Fig. 19. High resolution tiles corresponding to “interesting” tiles in the false
color visualization map in Fig. 16(c).

are anomalous relative to the primarily urban and water back-
ground in the scene. As stated earlier, the PDD is high over areas
of a pure material and low over areas with mixed materials due
to the density of the data. The water and the two vegetation areas
are blue for this reason. The urban areas withmorematerial vari-
ability, including vegetation, score high in the PDD.
Fig. 16(c) shows the interest segmentation result using PV,

PDTL, and MVN in the red, green, and blue channels, respec-
tively, using the same threshold described above, on the Quick-
bird data. Most of the tiles labeled interesting in the clustering
process are also detected in the false color visualization; how-
ever, many more tiles are also detected that are missed in the
clustering process. From this visualization, it is clear that the
2-class segmentation map is dominated by the PV results. This
area includes the dry wash, the suburban area, and the area in
the center with a few buildings. The tiles detected by the PDTL
and MVN metrics also contain structures of interest which are
missed in the 2-class interest segmentation map. Examples of
these tiles, shown in Fig. 19, include cars on the road and build-
ings, both missed by the PV metric. Similar to the result using
the WV2 sample imagery, there are more false alarms detected
from these other metrics. These are typically on tiles containing
high contrast due to illumination or a mix of exposed soils and
burn scar.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for interest segmentation of spectral imagery for
analyst assistance and large area search was introduced. A suite
of unique metrics based on data-driven algorithms measures
spectral features of the data that indicate the amount of com-
plexity and interest contained in a tile was calculated for two
multispectral images and one hyperspectral image. These algo-
rithm results were used to create a multi-band feature image.
Simple unsupervised classification techniques are used to divide
the multi-band feature image into a few interest segments. In
each case, at least 70% of the image was labeled as being in the
“no interest” segment. The “interest” segments contain varying
degrees of manmade activity. Occasional instances of manmade
activity were falsely put in the “not interesting” segment, if only
detected by one metric. False color visualization of the esti-
mated feature maps is also used to display a detection plane.
This approach can indicate the degree and type of interest con-
tained within a tile based on the brightness and color of the tile in
the display. This information can be used to reduce the amount
of data an analyst must inspect, help prioritize the task, or cue
a sensor to collect additional data. More positive detections are
found using the false color visualization technique; however,

more false alarms are also detected. Future work involves im-
proving the estimation of spectral features, incorporating addi-
tional spectral and spatial features, and optimizing the process
for a particular type of image. This involves determining the
optimal tile size, number, and combination of features to esti-
mate for a particular image, which can vary with scene content,
sensor, and GSD. Application of this methodology to additional
hyper- and multispectral datasets which vary in spatial resolu-
tion, spectral resolution, land cover, and complexity will also be
performed. The interest segmentation map or individual feature
maps will also be used as a cueing method for spatially adaptive
processing.
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